Chapel Box

Monday, Feb., 2-State film on the dam project. Bob Cruve, president.

Wednesday, Feb. 2-Mr. Irle, Miss Hannan from Bo. America, and Miss George Philp. Lawson, harp solo.

Feb. 5—Miss History, G. H. Raymond, Gunnar Larson, presidng.

Lt. Rice, CPS Alum Receives Sixth Decoration

Recent news from an Eighth Air Force Bomber Station, England, reveals that First Lieutenant James M. Rice (picked here) has received his sixth combat decoration... a 15th Oak Leaf Cluster to his Air Medal. Significance of this fact, he has been decorated six times for "meritorious achievement... courage, coolness, and skill" while participating in numerous bombing attacks against military and industrial targets in the Reich and enemy installations in the path of the Allied forces in Western Europe. Lt. Rice is the pilot of a Flying Fortress. In recent days, with the turn of the war, both in Europe and Asia-Pacific, going no matter what the foe, it seems hard to visualize the cold facts that many of our fellows will never return. During the past two years, particularly here at CPS, we have begun to realize the rapid modus of fellows off the campus to all branches of the service, and to all parts of the world. Many of these very boys who left the halls of their Alma Mater a long ago are destined to remain somewhere on a foreign field.

Of those who still privileged to attend any college feel solemnly humble that you are fighting for the very thing we are studying for benefits of. A generation ago, our fathers left your left their homes to fight the "war to end all wars". Now you are following their blood-stained footsteps. It may be our turn to leave our days of college and enter on the field of everyday that can it never be a war to end all wars, but will have to be a PEACE to end WAR.

Bob Elliott Promoted To 1st Lieut.

With the 15th Army Air Force in the Italian theater of war is recently promoted First Lieutenant Robert Elliott, pilot of a Liberators bomber. Lt. Elliott graduated from CPS in 1940 and has been overseas since last August. To date he has flown 25 missions and now holds the Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster for meritorious achievements in aerial fighting against Germany.

His ship, a B-24 at CPS was quite active in Pi Kappa Delta, the forensic organization on the campus. As a junior he won the Northwest District Debate Championship. In 1940-41 he was a member of Mu Sigma Delta, the scholastic honor society for members of the junior and senior classes and faculty of the College of Letters and Science in the University of Oregon. Elliott wrote recently that he could have attended the New Year's football game, but for the fact that he had a previous appointment with a Liberator over Hitler's homeland.

Almost 936 Graduate

On Leyte Isle With Red Cross

From Leyte Island in the South Pacific comes word from the American Red Cross that Paul Pugh, graduate of CPS eight years ago, is now doing war work under the most strenuous conditions he has experienced since his college days. He landed with the 24th Corps headquarters on A plus 2, when the going was still extremely tough along the beach-head. At present he is serving among 20,000 men of the Corps and the attached units as a Red Cross field director.

"The first night ashore was the most rugged I ever spent," he recalls. Friends near him were killed or wounded as he was digging a fox hole to lie in. Later he had a piece of shrapnel from an enemy bomb taken through the tent in which he was sleeping.

Pugh says that his biggest job during the first two weeks there was re-equipping soldiers who had been bombed out of their personnel possessions. In this time he handed out tablet articles, cigarettes and writing paper to some 1,000 men. Requests often come in 200 to 300 at a time from the front line. He has kept his supplies for service men only; civilian needs are being cared for by the Philippine Civilian Affairs authorities. There are four other Red Cross men working under this CPS graduate, three being assigned to the hospitals attached to the Corps and the other with the Corps' artillery arms. These five bring in 12 tons of Red Cross supplies from Honolulu with the invasion forces.

Tamanawas Notice

All New Students be sure you have your picture taken right away.

New Students Are Urged to Have Pictures Taken

Have you had your Tamanawas pictures taken yet? If not, you'd better hurry and make an appointment as soon as possible. There isn't much time left.

For all of you new students who have no Tamanawas pictures, we shall tell you all about it. The Tamanawas is the showplace of many student activities, there are many things including pictures of all students. In fact, the pictures cost you 15 cents when you make up your appointment with the Tamanawas. If you have your picture taken, you will have a year book and a large 8x10 portrait.

For five of you picture in the year book and a large book portrait. Go to the representative of the organization that you belong to and ask for an appointment. He will take your 15 cents, give you a receipt and tell you where you can have your picture taken. If you belong to none of the organizations, than you should see the independent representative.

There is a list of representatives: Bata, Helen Poole; Thuta, B. Fawckswander; Gammon, Pat Hilehodps; Lamb; James Ray; Beta; Alpha Kali Omena; Paul Raymond, Donn Gill; Fabray, Wald; H. B. Lamb, Independents; Bob Wrin; Karl Jones, film stars. If you can't see them right away for your picture.

Bert Wadsorth

Stationed in Cali.

Bert Wadsorth, who is stationed in Cali.
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Perry Is Given Committee Seat on Major In Italy

According to word received this week, Warren L. Perry, librarian at Puget Sound, has been chosen for the committee seat in Rome, where he has been promoted to the rank of major. 

Perry, a lieutenant upon his entrance into the army, Perry

News from CPS Boys

Come from All Fronts

Word from friends of fellows from CPS needs the service have given has come in, and as many as are now in the Corps far and wide former CPS fellows include Lt. Robert O. Hady, who is now somewhere in South Pacific. Another Air Corps serviceman is Robert M. Perry, who was discharged because he couldn't even speak English, and is back to work at a warehouse, and it is said he has quit the Army because he didn't have enough to eat.

Several of the boys are now at the port of embarkation in New York. Included in these is Robert Seabloom, who is now a corporal and must show his rank of major. Perry recently was promoted to the major rank in Italy, and was a member of the Army Air Forces in that country.

Several of the fellows are now at the port of embarkation in New York. Included in these is Robert Seabloom, who is now a corporal and must show his rank of major. Perry recently was promoted to the major rank in Italy, and was a member of the Army Air Forces in that country.

Students Here Now Would Honor CPS War Dead

First Lieutenant Guy Joseph Bowers of the Marines was killed on Salakan, as a CPS war vet was active in football and track when here.

Marine Ralph Cory, who died in the battle on Guadalcanal, was killed in a plane accident in Pullman, Wash. Fred Johnson, Army Private, in Italy. Robert Lyons, in a plane accident in Washington, D.C., in December, was killed in a plane accident in Pullman, Wash. Several of the fellows are now at the port of embarkation in New York. Included in these is Robert Seabloom, who is now a corporal and must show his rank of major. Perry recently was promoted to the major rank in Italy, and was a member of the Army Air Forces in that country.

Several of the fellows are now at the port of embarkation in New York. Included in these is Robert Seabloom, who is now a corporal and must show his rank of major. Perry recently was promoted to the major rank in Italy, and was a member of the Army Air Forces in that country.
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THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL
Many Former Women Students in Service
Former women students now in the service seem to have overwhelmingly chosen the WAVES. Those who have not

The first vesper concert of the season, opening the series spons-

ed by Mrs. Robert T. Shope, headmistress, was given last Sunday, February 3d, in the Hall Auditorium, at 4 p.m.

The orchestra is composed of amateur musicians at an advanced level. It is under the direction of Barry Janow, on the

of the Puget Sound area, and has been in existence for nearly 50 years. People have come from as far as from

and Puyallup, and Gig Harbor, to participate, and during the more recent months, many nearby servicemen and their families have

The Puget Sound Music Auxiliary is a group of women formed to help support the Carnegie fund which

er, Dr. Hermann, Rev. W. G. Eversley, Rev. L. W. Nye, Miss

oungest, J. T. Short, and V. H. Honeywell, members of the com-

Two more concerts are scheduled to follow Sunday's. On Palm Sun-

day, March 25th, an Easter program will be given which will fea-

Past Student On 'Gambier Bay' That Sink In Pacific
Former student of the College of Puget Sound, now Mench 1/c, Oar, Robert T. Shope, was sent to the Far East for a

Dolls Are Burned By Jap Empire
In March, 1927, over 11,000 dolls were used in a pageant to welcome girls of the United States and sent to

Another CPS student in the WAVES include Janet Robinson, and Gertrude Sonnib, the latter being also stationed at the aviation gun-

A.T.P. Class Unique
St. Louis, Missouri. The method used in the A. T. P. Language classes at St. Louis has been suc-

Successful application in the civil service has

been applied in the civil service with

Braziilian Portuguese class. In less

years, half of the class was devoted to

graphy at Lakehurst New Jersey,

Pilots He has been awarded three

Robert Dahl was awarded the Oak Leaf Cluster in the Air Medal. He is a

Two Students With AAF in England Now
Shortly before he received his promotion to First Lieutenant, Robert Dahl was awarded the Oak Leaf Cluster in the Air Medal. He is a
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in May.
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The men were so much that they
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He saw leap into the shark-infested

was 48 hours before they

Three in Germany include Jacob Beilin, son of the Army Jockey Club, who was one of the 101 to in-
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They were over Germany after 24 mis-
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He was based in Italy as a bomber pilot and was on his first mission over Germany when forced down over

Another former CPS student is alleged missing in action over

Word had been awarded the Purple

at August and recently rec-

the Bronze Star for action in

Netherlands, where he landed on December 14, 1942 and

in the capture of St. Lo and

the parade in Paris.
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The Spurs and the Stirrups, last year's Spurs, with their advisor, Mary Vanderkamp, held their annual meeting and banquet at 6:30 Satur-

day at Trinity Court with an interesting program of conference for the boys. Miss Vanderkamp's home recently for a Spur's dinner. The Spurs were in honor guests at this function and the
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whom any other uniform.
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Dolls Are Burned By Jap Empire
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In Japanese cities today, girls

compete about 86% of the

population between the ages of 18

and 30.
For Logger Star Plays in Spaghetti Bowl

When the 12th Air Force team lined up new on Year's Day in the Spaghetti Bowl, Captain Billy Madden of Buckley was in charge. Captain Madden was one of the CPS players and played ni 1937 to 1940 as halftime. In 1939 and 1940 he won positions on the All-North Conference Team. The bowling was old and weighty and the Spaghetti Bowl.

He has been overseas as the commanding officer of a service squadron of the 12th Air Force for 20 months. The parade place in Italy on New Years Day between the 12th Air Force and the 1129th Armored Infantry. The parade was assembled by Sgt. Kyle Smith, and member of the Campus Trio.

The Captain is now 25 years old and weighed in at 185 pounds. He has been overseas as the commanding officer of a service squadron of the 12th Air Force for 20 months. The parade place in Italy on New Years Day between the 12th Air Force and the 1129th Armored Infantry. The parade was assembled by Sgt. Kyle Smith, and member of the Campus Trio.
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